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He noticed that it was a personal grudge, and though he did not want to get involved, Mason was technically his subordinate so

he could not stand idly by. All concerns aside, his level was approaching that of the Intermediate Innate State and with Mason’s

help, they should be able to defeat Xander.

“That’s great!” Mason was overjoyed. He thought that Leon was a Supreme Master and with his help, Xander would not stand a

chance.

“Wow, more drama! Annie, Lacey, let’s go and check it out!” Louisa said excitedly. She always appreciated chaos and refused to

miss the drama. She grabbed Annie and Lacey’s hands and hurried out of the bar after Mason and Leon.

Sensing what was about to happen, some of the customers hastily paid their bills before leaving, while some of the braver ones

headed outside, including Joseph.

Though he made a fool of himself earlier, Louisa was simply far too beautiful for him to give up. As long as he found a way to get

her number, he would have tricks to change her mind.

Outside the hotel, a dozen cars blocked the entire entrance to the bar, with a black luxurious car stopping in the middle.

The car door opened and a man in a black suit walked out. The man seemed to be in his forties and had a cross–shaped scar on

his cheek.

It was the Winged Tiger, Xander Long. By his sides were two of his most trusted men, and behind him were forty men standing

viciously with weapons in their hands.

At the same time, Leon, Louisa, Mason, and his men swarmed out of the bar.

The two groups reached a standstill.

Joseph and the other customers stood at a safe distance to watch them.

“Xander Long, the Blue Moon Bar is my territory! How dare you bring all these people here?” Mason’s expression darkened at

the gigantic group in front of him.

“Mason, let’s cut to the chase. I’ve only let you live so far out of respect for the Southern King. Now, you are no use to him any

longer and it’s time we settle the score between us!” Xander snorted arrogantly with both his hands propped behind his back.

There were two kings in the World of Gangsters who ruled over the underground power of Springfield City.

The two kings held two halves of the city with the river that separated the city from the North–South direction as the division

between their territories. The kings were known as the Southern King and the Northern King, both wielding equal powers of the

likes of the Wick Group, and were only slightly less influential compared to the Four Major Families.

The Four Tigers and Felix “Leopard” Moneta acted as barons under the kings and the Four Tigers held the most power among

others; the members consisted of the Descending Tiger, the Winged Tiger, the Great Maned Tiger, and the Laughing Tiger.

The Descending Tiger, Mason, and the Great Maned Tiger were loyal to the Southern King and would offer profits from their

territories every year in exchange for protection.

Meanwhile, the Winged Tiger, Xander, and the Laughing Tiger were under the Northern King’s wing.
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